MOBILE ELECTRONICS & TECHNOLOGY NEW PRODUCTS

By Clint Simone

MOBILE ELECTRONICS NEW PRODUCTS
Here Today, Demonstrating Tomorrow

Responsible for keeping us connected and safe on the road, mobile electronics new products are leading the charge into the automotive future. The 2016 SEMA Show was well represented with mobile electronics products from across the globe, focusing on driver safety, vehicle information and much more. In total, the category covered nearly 50,000 sq. ft. of exhibitor space, an increase from 2015. The following is a collection of mobile electronics new products from the 2016 SEMA Show.

Boostr
Boostr Premium
888-671-9954
www.boostr.ca
PN: 627843662662
Boostr Premium is a powerful 8,000-mAh device. It provides a 400-amp peak and can jump-start any 4L vehicle or less—gasoline or diesel—15 times with a single charge. It can also recharge any type of device. This high-end aluminum product has a two-year warranty. It comes with a transport case, home and car chargers, a jump-start clamp, and a four-in-one USB cable.

Sirius Light Technology
NS-3755 Cascadia LED Driving Light
+886-6-249-4811
www.ns-sirius.com
PN: NS-3755
A high-output-preference LED driving light from Cascadia. SEA compliant.

Weego
Jump Starter 44
609-265-9200
www.myweego.com
PN: N44
Weego Jump Starter 44 starts gas engines up to 6.4L, charges USB devices, powers 12V and 19V devices, and has a 500-lumen flashlight.

Getlit LLC
Sidebar License-Plate Frame System
With Stainless-Steel Insert
708-762-9533
www.getlitdronz.com
PN: SS = 02
Sidebar license-plate frame system with stainless-steel insert.

noLimits Enterprises
Radenso RC
757-784-7580
www.nophoto.com
The Radenso RC is a remote-mount radar and laser detector with an extreme detection range and best-in-class false filtering. The RC package includes a multi-functional OLED display that includes directional arrows, front and rear antennas, and a GPS-enabled database and memory. Each unit comes with the noLimits ticket-free guarantee and free lifetime updates.
Accele Electronics Inc.
Car Jumper Battery That Fits in a Pocket
562-809-5090
www.accele.com
PN: SB-200
This revolutionary new solar battery power pack is packed with so much power that it not only can charge a Smartphone or iPad numerous times but can also start a car with its 300-amp power output.

Voyomotive
Lockdown
888-321-4633
www.voyomotive.com
Voyomotive’s Lockdown is the first app to prevent both wireless door hacking and car theft from key reprogramming and ignition hacking. The Voyo controller and optional relay run Lockdown and multiple other apps. Plug and play with a two-minute setup time. Protect cars from keyless amplifier, rolling jam and signal-jamming hack attacks with Lockdown.

Getlit LLC
Illuminated Sidebar License-Plate Frame
708-762-9533
www.getlitdronz.com
PN: V-LA

Sony Electronics Inc.
XAV-AX100 Android Auto and Apple CarPlay AV Center
858-942-2400
www.sony.com/electronics/in-car-receivers-players/xav-ax1
PN: XAV-AX100

Getlit LLC
Sidebar License-Plate Frame for MINI Cooper
708-762-9533
www.getlitdronz.com
PN: V 64 - V 67
A new, simulated Euro plate frame for use with an American license plate, distinguishing the home of the MINI Cooper.

Wet Sounds Marine Audio & Rogue 4 Lighting
AS 6 Active Enclosed Subwoofer
877-938-7757
www.wetsounds.com
The Wet Sounds AS 6 is an active subwoofer enclosure designed to add superior bass to the company’s Stealth Sound Bar line. The tough and durable roto-molded housing is designed to handle harsh environments while providing clear and loud sound. Installation is incredibly easy, and it can be mounted on any flat surface on a vehicle.

Wet Sounds Marine Audio & Rogue 4 Lighting
AS 10 Active Enclosed Subwoofer
877-938-7757
www.wetsounds.com
The Wet Sounds AS 10 is an active subwoofer enclosure designed to add superior bass to the company’s Stealth Sound Bar line. The tough and durable roto-molded housing is designed to handle harsh environments while providing clear and loud sound. The Class D amplifier is sealed against moisture and dirt for added protection and power.

Wet Sounds Marine Audio & Rogue 4 Lighting
Revo-Series Speakers
877-938-7757
www.wetsounds.com
The Revo 8 XS B SS is loaded with industry-leading features, and Wet Sounds says that it’s the best speaker on the market. Its exclusive nylon-reinforced fiberglass high-stiffness composite frame is designed to withstand both salt and freshwater environments and Santoprene spider that is impervious to water saturation. Included is a 1-in. removable titanium tweeter.
Wet Sounds Marine Audio & Rogue 4 Lighting
Stealth Ultra HD Sound Bar
877-938-7757
www.wetsounds.com
The Stealth Ultra HD sound bar series represents the world’s first universal, high-performance, plug-and-play sound system. The patent-pending design is built with a full extruded-aluminum housing. All Stealth models feature a full-range speaker array plus additional titanium dome tweeters. Now with an all-new RF wireless remote.

Superminibooster
Superminibooster G4+
+64-27-433-4758
www.superminibooster.com
PN: G4

BlackVue
Dash Cameras
+82-2-6947-4670
www.blackvue.com
PN: DR650S-2CH
Best cloud dash cam solution for individuals and fleet management. Features remote live view, tracking, backup and push notifications.

Cybcar America
Auto Tilt Side and Reverse Mirror Module
888-686-6227
www.cybcar.com
PN: DASASW01
This module auto-tilt powers mirror outward and down with turn signal and reverse gear for better blind-spot vision. Lane-change assist and curbside assist. Works for most vehicles. Includes OE-fit installation kit. Saves rims from curb damage and avoids lane-change accidents.

Diligent Instruments Corp.
Automotive Battery Tester
With Printer
215-316-4516
www.diligentinstruments.com
PN: DI-215C

Rockford Fosgate
CrimeStopper Multi-Channel Video Switcher
480-967-3565
www.crimestopper.com
PN: VSMC-1000
The VSMC-1000 is a multi-channel video switcher that allows connection of up to four cameras and outputs to a single video screen. It offers four individual triggers, allowing the system to be used as a driver assist. Generally, it’s used as a left, right and backup camera system, with the fourth input being used for front camera or as a rear-seat child monitor.
Diode Dynamics
RGBW Demon Eyes
314-205-3033
www.diodedynamics.com
PN: DD2019
Made in the U.S.A., the RGBW Demon Eye features full multicolor control along with a pure white to maintain an OEM appearance, thanks to its independent white LED chips. Compatible with any Mini H1 projector housing, it also features a unique optical sensor that shuts off the LEDs for high reliability when the main beam is activated.

XS Power Batteries
Vintage Style Batteries
865-688-5953
www.4xspower.com
PN: A3400/V3400
Built to the popular group 34 sizing, the new A3400 and V3400 batteries are direct fits for many applications. Each battery produces 3,300 max amps of current and 1,000 cranking amps. Rated at 65 amp hours, there's plenty of power for any added accessory, and the looks complement all of the custom touches on a uniquely personalized vehicle.

Sondpex Electronics
Bluetooth In-Car Hands-Free Speakerphone
732-940-4430
www.sondpex.com
PN: HFM1601
The Sondpex Bluetooth speakerphone with built-in speaker provides 3 watts of output, allowing users to answer calls hands free while driving, as well as stream music and GPS directions. It can be paired to two devices simultaneously. It features a built-in rechargeable battery that provides up to 20 hours of talk time and up to 30 days of standby time.

Brandmotion
OEM Front Camera
734-619-1250
www.brandmotion.com
PN: 9002-5001
A true 185-degree OEM-grade camera powered by 12 volts and offering multiple mounting solutions. The camera has a 15-in. cable with a waterproof connector and a 15-ft. harness that ends in a male composite RCA for use in any aftermarket display or factory screen with interface. (Interface not included.)

Brandmotion
Radar Blind Spot
734-619-1250
www.brandmotion.com
PN: RDBS-2910
Brandmotion says that this is the only radar blind-spot OEM system on the market with vehicle-specific brackets and a cross-traffic alert. A visual warning mounted in the A-pillars will light up when a vehicle is in a blind spot. If a vehicle is in a blind spot when the turn signal is activated, an audible sound will also warn the driver.

Brandmotion
RocKrawler Cameras
734-619-1250
www.brandmotion.com
PN: 9002-8851
True OEM-quality cameras that can see 185 degrees. They are designed to have two installed, one on the side of each front bumper to see the tire tread and front of the vehicle. Combined, the driver gets a 270-degree view, which can be useful when off-roading and the driver wants to see where the tires will be, especially while rock climbing.

Brandmotion
Summit Front Camera RocKrawler
734-619-1250
www.brandmotion.com
PN: 9002-8850
A 185-degree, OEM-quality camera that has waterproof connectors. This is an innovative bracket design that mounts between the fairlead and the front bumper. Designed to be used for off-roading. When the vehicle is pointed to the sky, the camera allows the driver to see the ground below and how the driver should maneuver the vehicle.

Shenzhen Car-Ku Technology Co. Ltd.
Super-Slim Jump Starter PowerPack
+86-755-89955266
www.carku.com
PN: EP100
Said to be the slimmest jump starter with a professional design. It is a 4,000-mAh high-ratio smart DSLI battery with 5V/2.4A for Apple system products. Only ¾ in. thick.

Shenzhen Car-Ku Technology Co. Ltd.
Flashlight Jump Starter
+86-755-89955266
www.carku.com
PN: L001
Outstanding flashlight. Considering all the possible troubles during driving, this flashlight overcomes traditional concepts and habits to create a new product. Transforms style from design for function to design for demand. It can jump-start a car, charge phones and provide illumination.
Shenzhen Car-Ku Technology Co. Ltd.
12/24V Extreme Jump Starter PowerPack
+86-755-89955266
www.carku.com
PN: EP99
Built-in 40,000-mAH smart DSLI battery makes it different from any other unit that jump-starts 12V/24V products. Jumps all kinds of vehicles, including semi-trucks. Qualcomm 2.0 fast-charging technology and a unified interface. Multiple outlets for charging cellphones and other digital products.

Shenzhen Car-Ku Technology Co. Ltd.
Super Jump Starter PowerPack
+86-755-89955266
www.carku.com
PN: EP-71
The greatest part of this unit is its 18,000-mAH smart DSLI battery with a three-pin sensor inside to watch battery temperature and the operation process. Adding the newest concentric texture and piano print process makes the unit stylish, with a modern design. It offers 19V/3.5A charging for laptops as well as dual USBs and 12V/10A power for digital products.

Shenzhen Car-Ku Technology Co. Ltd.
Ultra-Capacity Jump Starter
+86-755-89955266
www.carku.com
PN: EP-93
This ultra-capacity jump-starter is the company’s newest innovative product, merging the advantages of ultra-capacity with a lithium battery as the backup. Newly innovated professional products take only 45 seconds to charge. Safe and powerful, and it comes with a flashlight and five ways of charging.

Shenzhen Car-Ku Technology Co. Ltd.
Three-in-One Portable Humidifier Jumpstarter
+86-755-89955266
www.carku.com
PN: F012
Combines a humidifier, a jump-starter and power-bank functions with a 10,000-mAH UL-listed smart DSLI battery. The portable humidifier operates anywhere, anytime for seven to eight hours. Quickly start an engine within five to 10 minutes through the vehicle’s cigarette lighter. ABS plastic handy cup. Separate buttons for different functions.

AAMP Global
SVTRKSG1
727-803-0251
www.stingerelectronics.com
PN: SVTRKSG1
Stinger RoadKill fairing damping kit for ’98–’13 Harley-Davidson Ultra Classic Street Glides.

AAMP Global
SPX925-HD
727-803-0251
www.stingerelectronics.com
PN: SPX925-HD
Harley-Davidson direct-replacement battery.

AAMP Global
ISBT23
727-803-0251
www.isimple.com
PN: ISBT23
A 4V weatherproof Bluetooth audio receiver to transmit music from a smartphone to any car, boat or motorcycle with an aux input or direct to amplifier.

The current state of the mobile-electronics market is very positive. As consumers equip their recreational vehicles with new audio systems, it reignites their passion for good sound in their daily drivers. At Rockford, we see people every day who install one of our audio kits in their motorcycles or side-by-sides and quickly return to upgrade the speakers in their trucks or add bass to their car stereos. It is an exciting time to be in the audio business.

—Theresa Anthony
Vice President of Sales & Marketing
Rockford Corp.
AAMP Global
IS9615
727-803-0251
www.isimple.com
PN: IS9615
Designed and engineered to withstand brutal temperatures throughout the year. Cables survive temperatures as low as -40°F and as high as 176°F.

AAMP Global
Sprinter Integrated Driver-Assistance System
727-803-0251
www.aampglobal.com
PN: Sprinter Integrated Driver Assistance System

AAMP Global
IntelliHaul
727-572-9255
www.aampglobal.com
PN: Intellihaul/FC-GMOESWR-LD
Multi-camera solution for GM, including direct-replacement side-mirror pods with built-in cameras. Customized user interface utilizes six screen modes; smart technology enables camera activation based on driver behavior; activate camera views on the vehicle’s infotainment screen.

FUEL YOUR PROFITS...
Sell Transfer Flow Fuel Tanks!

For 33 years, Transfer Flow has been trusted by many of the most successful automotive retailers and service providers to fuel their success.

We engineer and manufacture a full line of fuel tank systems for you and your customers: refueling tanks, larger replacement tanks, and in-bed auxiliary tanks. Transfer Flow fuel tanks come with everything you need for installation, and include our 24/7 tech support and 6 year warranty.

Start fueling your profits by selling and installing Transfer Flow’s premium fuel tank systems. Call us today at (800) 826-5776 to get started!

Accele Electronics Inc.
Solar Battery Pack
800-788-1212
www.accele.com
Solar battery pack for home, car and solar charging. Charge phones or tablets multiple times. Can even jump-start a car.
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**Rockford Fosgate**

*6.5-in. Full-Range Fairing/Tour-Pak Speakers for ‘14+ Harley-Davidsons*

480-967-3565

www.rockfordfosgate.com

PN: TMS65

Speakers designed to directly fit ‘14+ Harley-Davidson motorcycles using factory mounting locations. They do not require adapters or modifications. Featuring a lightweight Neodymium motor structure driving a waterproof poly cone and an ultra-efficient 25mm tweeter. A front isolation spider makes the speaker weather resistant for motorcycles.

**Rockford Fosgate**

*Full-Range Mono Amplifier*

480-967-3565

www.rockfordfosgate.com

PN: PM100X1K

This 100-watt mono-block amp can be used to power almost any speaker. It does not require a battery connection because it uses power generated by the DC and AC voltages present on the speaker output connection from the source unit. It is safe for use with OEM and aftermarket radios. IP67 rated for use where moisture is present.

**Rockford Fosgate**

*Hide-Away Digital Media Receiver*

480-967-3565

www.rockfordfosgate.com

PN: PMX-8BB

The PMX-8BB has true four-zone/four-source control with Bluetooth streaming for Apple and Android. It offers Pandora capabilities and is SiriusXM ready. This command center features a custom-built GUI interface, wired remote-control capability and CAN bus integration for use with marine vessels equipped with an MFD.

**Race Sport Lighting**

*Heavy-Duty 3x3 Cube Pairs*

847-327-0073

www.racesportinc.com

PN: RSHD20W3X3-2

Features a 50,000-hour lifetime, 6,500 Kelvin color, combination spot and flood optics, durable spotlights and is built to last. Lifetime warranty.

**Pearl Automation Inc.**

*RearVision*

831-316-5207

www.pearlauto.com

RearVision is said to be the only wireless backup camera and alert system. It installs in minutes, provides obstacle alerts and updates automatically to deliver ongoing feature enhancements.

**Race Sport Lighting**

*LED Logo Rocker 10 Switches*

847-327-0073

www.racesportinc.com

PN: RSRSUSBW

Race Sport Lighting’s single-pole, single-throw LED rocker switches let users quickly control the lights on their off-road vehicles, trucks, ATVs, UTVs or boats. The switches also feature two independently powered LED indicators and easy installation in industry-standard panel cutouts with the included rubber gasket.
Bracketron
Gear Rack
952-746-7775
www.bracketron.com
PN: TT1-840-2
The Gear Rack is a unique electronics mounting system for big rigs as well as delivery and pickup trucks. The Gear Rack has an 18-in. bar with two device-holder arms, a magnetic phone holder and a GPS holder with adapters. The bar is flexible and will contour to almost any dash. The Gear Rack even has the ability to go around a corner.

Mito Corp.
FLI Charge Revive Wireless
Charging for iPhone 7 and Samsung S7
800-433-6486
www.mito-auto.com
Turn any unused vehicle compartment into a wireless charging hub with Revive from FLI Charge. Trimtable to virtually any location and with new cases for the iPhone 7 and Samsung S7, the FLI Charge Revive keeps technology moving forward.

Mito Corp.
X550
574-295-2441
www.mito-auto.com
PN: 19-X550
The newer and smarter X550 offers the ultimate surveillance system when the user is away from a vehicle. With the new time-lapse feature in parking mode, the X550 can sustain a longer operational period while reducing 1080p video file size. Drivers will finally be at ease knowing that it will record and capture everything while they are away.

Mito Corp.
Thinkware Dash Camera
574-295-2441
www.mito-auto.com
PN: 19-F770
The F770 sets a new standard for advanced, premium Wi-Fi-enabled dash cams. Featuring a new, sleek and discreet design and jam-packed with features such as super night vision and time-lapse recording, the F770 offers a next-level security and surveillance solution for the everyday driver.

Mito Corp.
Gentex Compass and Temperature Mirror With HomeLink
574-295-2441
www.mito-auto.com
PN: 50-GENK50A4
Gentex auto-dimming mirror with compass, temperature and HomeLink.

StreetGlow
XHP LED Headlight Bulb Conversion kit
800-STREETGLOW
www.streetglow.com
PN: XHPH136K
StreetGlow says that its XHP-series LED headlight bulb conversion kits are the world’s most advanced LED headlights and use the award-winning CREE XHP-series LED chips and patented adjustable beam pattern selector dial. The plug-and-play design with CAN bus electronic drivers offers trouble-free installation that even a novice can do.

Meitrack
T333 Vehicle GPS Tracker 3G
626-448-8787
www.meitrackusa.com
The T333 GPS vehicle tracker is designed for many vehicle applications, from daily drivers to luxury and even exotic vehicles. Track in real time, preset alerts and alarms and even disable the vehicle’s motor, all from a smart phone or computer. A true monitoring solution backed by Meitrack, a true GPS tracking company.

With regard to the future, in the short term we’re going to continue to see deeper smartphone integration, advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) functionality and camera/display integration for enhanced rear vision. Further out, as autonomous vehicles hit the road, we’ll begin to see features and services that allow passengers to connect to the world around them like never before.

—Craig Piersma
Marketing Director
Gentex Corp.
HornBlasters Inc.
Motorcycle Electric Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: EH-CYCLE
An ultra-compact motorcycle horn with a pleasant and powerful air horn sound. The horn produces a loud dual tone with the nostalgic sound of an air horn. The lightweight direct-drive compressor activates the air horn instantly. There’s no tubing to install; just wire it up and it’s good to go. Includes hardware and a 40-amp relay.

HornBlasters Inc.
DOT-Rated Air Line
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AL-XX-HB
This reinforced nylon air tubing is fortified with a thick inner sleeve to make sure it can withstand extreme pressures and bring the high cfm needed. Available by the foot or by the roll in ¼-, ⅜-, ⅝-, ½- and ¾-in. OD sizes.

HornBlasters Inc.
Electric Air Solenoid Valve Kit
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: VK-8
This is the most affordable valve for big horns and is said to be perfect for Nathan AirChime horns. Features a high-flow 16mm orifice, a heavy-duty brass valve case and is designed for performance applications. Kit includes a brass ½-in. shocker valve, 17 ft. of ½-in. DOT air line, 4½-in. DOT push-to-pull fittings, 20 ft. of 18-gauge wire and electrical terminals.

HornBlasters Inc.
Digital Air-Pressure Gauge
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: GA-HB-400BL
The gauge, rated at 400 psi, delivers outstanding performance and sharp looks. This air gauge uses a tank-mounted sensor to display air pressure with extreme accuracy in an industry-standard 2⅛-in. size. A warning feature flashes the gauge readout when outside operating limits. Features user-adjustable warning points and microprocessor stabilized readings.

HornBlasters Inc.
Analog Air-Pressure Gauge
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: GA-HB200
This premium 250-psi gauge provides an accurate indication of tank pressure with an easy-to-read display. Even with a digital gauge in the cab, HornBlasters recommends putting one of these on a tank for convenience. Features ⅜-in. male NPT threads. It is extremely accurate and is simple to install on a tank.

Maxxsonics
Hifonics Thor Powered 10-Speaker Bluetooth Soundbar for Marine and Powersports
847-540-7700
www.hifonics.com
PN: TPS-10
Hifonics Thor Powersports 10-speaker Bluetooth sound bar with integrated amplifier. Features super-high-power digital technology plus illumination and includes all mounting hardware.

Transformative technologies are changing how cars are designed, developed, customized, sold, serviced, shared and owned. Central to this transformation is mobile electronics and the integration of aftermarket automotive and consumer electronics for safety performance, connectivity and new mobility services. Advanced vehicle technologies from ADAS to autonomy are driving this shift, and it’s being shaped by demographic, regulatory, social and environmental pressures. People will continue to love cars and the individual freedom and mobility they provide; however, cars, mobile electronics and the world around them will look a lot different by 2025.

—John Waraniak
Vice President of Vehicle Technology
SEMA
Maxxsonics
Hifonics Thor 6.5-in. Compression Horn Speaker for Marine and Powersports
847-540-7700
www.hifonics.com
PN: TPS-CX65
Hifonics compression horn speakers are designed to play very loud utilizing ultra-high-sensitivity technology. Blue or red illumination. Sold in pairs.

Maxxsonics
Hifonics Thor 8-in. Compression Horn for Marine and Powersports
847-540-7700
www.hifonics.com
PN: TPS-CP80
Hifonics compression horn speakers are designed to play very loud utilizing ultra-high-sensitivity technology. Blue or red illumination. Steel-reinforced mounting, including 11 size adapters.

HornBlasters Inc.
Pressure Switch
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: PS-XXX
HornBlasters says that its pressure switch is essential to the operation of any 12- or 24-volt air compressor up to 30 amps. The switch accurately turns the compressor on and off automatically at predetermined pressures. Available in 85/105 psi, 90/120 psi, 110/150 psi, 145/175 psi and 165/200 psi.

HornBlasters Inc.
3-liter, 120-psi Air Source Unit
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AC-M3
The M3 air source kit provides an abundance of air at 110 psi. The self-contained unit has everything needed to provide a safe and reliable 12-volt, onboard air solution. Comes complete with air compressor, tank, drain plug, pressure switch, gauge and compression fitting, making this unit the perfect solution for lightweight and compact applications.

HornBlasters Inc.
Spocker Horn Kit
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-Q2-M3
The Spocker 3-liter kit horn might be small in size but packs a huge punch in sound. This attention-grabbing dual air horn pairs perfectly with the company’s 3-liter compressor and tank combo. True to the Hornblasters name but easy on the budget, users will find that this kit contains everything needed to complete a basic installation.

HornBlasters Inc.
Manual Air Valve
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: VA-M8
HornBlasters manual train horn valve is perfect for those wanting complete control over their horns. This valve allows precision control over air flow and is recommended for AirChime, Leslie and other genuine train horns. It can also be used as a manual control of a vehicle’s air ride system. Ready to accept large ½-in. NPT fittings.

HornBlasters Inc.
Electric Air Solenoid Valve
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: VA-XX
HornBlasters exclusive air valves are powerful and deliver unparalleled performance with huge orifices. The company designed these valves for air horns, train horns, air ride and more, and they deliver. All sizes have heavy-duty, all-metal valve cases designed for performance applications. Available sizes include ¼-, ⅜-, ½- and ¾-in.
HornBlasters Inc.
Black Air Tanks
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: TA-XXXH
DOT rated to twice the working pressure of 150 psi, these tanks are extremely durable. Made in the U.S.A. with the highest level of quality control, the tanks are finished with semi-gloss black powdercoating on the outside and red oxidized interior coating to resist corrosion. Available in 2, 4, 5, 8.5, 12 and 20 gallons.

HornBlasters Inc.
Musket Electric Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: EH-N2K
As its name implies, the smooth-bore, extra-long trumpet of the Musket fires a commanding sound across the traffic battlefield. Black by design, it is easy to conceal on any vehicle. Comes complete with a powerful 12-volt electric direct-drive motor, an automotive-style 40-amp relay and a high-volume air line.

HornBlasters Inc.
Oogah Electric Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: EH-OOGAH
This novelty horn brings back the sound of yesteryear. It emits the famous klaxon sound: awooga. Even small klaxons can be noisy, and these models are devastating in close quarters, producing a hefty 124 dB. The horn uses a simple two-wire hookup, and a 40-amp relay is included. Available in black and chrome.

HornBlasters Inc.
Psychoblasters V2 Electric Air Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-B2-V2
Want an obnoxiously loud horn without the hassle of an air supply? Don't be fooled by their size; these beautiful chrome horns produce a low-pitched, dual-tone sound that is guaranteed to alert anyone nearby to the user's presence. Installation is quick and easy, with no tank required. Includes a direct-drive air compressor, mounting hardware and a relay.

HornBlasters Inc.
Ninja Electric Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: EH-N1K
Want to wage war in traffic without being noticed? Give the vehicle a hidden advantage by installing a Ninja horn. Get a quick, sharp, punch of sound from a compact but strong unit. Comes complete with a powerful 12-volt electric direct-drive motor, hardware, an automotive-style 40-amp relay and a high-volume air line.

HornBlasters Inc.
Oogah Electric Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: EH-OOGAH
This novelty horn brings back the sound of yesteryear. It emits the famous klaxon sound: awooga. Even small klaxons can be noisy, and these models are devastating in close quarters, producing a hefty 124 dB. The horn uses a simple two-wire hookup, and a 40-amp relay is included. Available in black and chrome.

HornBlasters Inc.
Public Address System
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: PA-100H
You want a PA that people can actually hear? This powerful public address system screams. It's seriously loud—just as loud as the ones used on law enforcement vehicles. Features 100 watts of powerful performance in wail, yelp, high-low sirens, horn and public address. The unit has a lighted display and comes prewired with two 20-amp auxiliary switches.

HornBlasters Inc.
Psychoblasters V2 Electric Air Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-B2-V2
Want an obnoxiously loud horn without the hassle of an air supply? Don't be fooled by their size; these beautiful chrome horns produce a low-pitched, dual-tone sound that is guaranteed to alert anyone nearby to the user's presence. Installation is quick and easy, with no tank required. Includes a direct-drive air compressor, mounting hardware and a relay.

HornBlasters Inc.
Dixie Musical Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: MH-DIXIE
The song of the south is available for your vehicle with this Dixie musical horn system. Five trumpets compose the 11 notes of Dixie Land by use of the supplied air compressor. Horns are individually mounted and can be installed anywhere on the vehicle. Horn system includes five ABS trumpets, a heavy-duty compressor, 72 in. of air line and mounting hardware.
HornBlasters Inc.

Tug Horn Kit, 2 Gallons, 145 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-TUG37-228V

This powerful tug horn kit comes with everything needed to get the horn working: an extremely reliable compressor, a 2-gallon air tank and a pre-wired pressure switch. Just hook up two wires and this air system comes to life. Coupled with the two-wire horn, this kit is extremely simple to install. Backed by a one-year warranty.

HornBlasters Inc.

Short Horn Kit, 1.5 Gallons, 120 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-S25-127H

The kit comes with everything needed to get the horn working: an extremely reliable compressor, a 2-gallon air tank and a pre-wired pressure switch. Just hook up two wires and this air system comes to life. Coupled with the two-wire horn, this kit is extremely simple to install.

HornBlasters Inc.

Bandit Air Horn Kit, 1.5 Gallons, 120 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-BA-127H

Pairing the Bandit horn with the 120-psi, 1.5-gallon air source unit, this complete kit includes everything needed for a quick installation. Get traffic’s attention with the power of the Bandit 127H horn kit. Includes a Bandit train horn, a 127H air source unit, 17 ft. of DOT air line, a wiring kit, mounting hardware and detailed instructions.
HornBlasters Inc.  
Chrome Admiral Train Horn Kit,  
5 Gallons, 150 psi  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: HK-C5-540  
Admiral horns are insanely loud and have a stunning chrome-over-brass finish to match. The included 400C compressor is the fastest 150 psi compressor HornBlasters carries and is perfect for train horns, recharging the 5-gallon tank from 110–150 psi in just 58 seconds. The kit includes everything needed for a standard installation.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Chrome Outlaw Train Horn Kit,  
2 Gallons, 145 psi  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: HK-C3-228CX  
These powerful three-chime Outlaw horns deliver a very loud, locomotive-type sound and amazing looks. They are made with a brilliant chrome finish, and the quality is impressive. The kit comes complete with everything needed to get the horn working: an extremely reliable compressor, a 2-gallon air tank, air line, a pre-wired pressure switch and instructions.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Dolphin Horn Kit, 1.5 Gallons, 120 psi  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: HK-D2K-127H  
Have the most unique sound on the road with the Dolphin horn. The specially engineered middle chamber creates a repetitive, attention-grabbing sound. The kit comes complete with a compact but powerful 1.5-gallon, 120-psi air source unit and is ready to accept ½-in. air line.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Black Outlaw Train Horn Kit,  
1.5 Gallons, 120 psi  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: HK-C3B-127H  
The Black Outlaw 127H, is built for the value shopper, but HornBlasters didn’t overlook any features. This horn kit offers a fast-filling 120-psi air system, a loud Outlaw train horn, air line, fittings and wiring accessories, all backed by a one-year warranty.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Chrome Mother Trucker Horn Kit,  
1.5 Gallons, 120 psi  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: HK-MT48-127H  
When a user wants to add big-rig sound to a ride, HornBlasters says that the Mother Trucker is the horn to have. This single-trumpet horn comes in a brilliant chrome finish with a valve already attached for 12- or 24-volt applications. The kit comes complete with a compact but powerful 12-volt, 1.5-gallon, 120-psi air source unit and is ready to accept ½-in. air line.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Black Mother Trucker Horn Kit,  
1.5 Gallons, 120 psi  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: HK-MT48K-127H  
The Mother Trucker has been used on semi trucks for decades because of its effectiveness. This single-trumpet horn comes in a beautiful black finish with a valve already attached for 12- or 24-volt applications. The kit is paired with a 12-volt, 1.5-gallon, 120-psi air source unit complete with a pressure switch, a wiring kit and mounting hardware.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Dolphin Horn Kit, 1.5 Gallons, 120 psi  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: HK-D2K-127H  
Have the most unique sound on the road with the Dolphin horn. The specially engineered middle chamber creates a repetitive, attention-grabbing sound. The kit comes complete with a compact but powerful 1.5-gallon, 120-psi air source unit. Mounting hardware is included and is ready to accept ½-in. air line.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Black Tug Horn  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: AH-TUG37  
For those who love the sound of a classic tugboat storming through the harbor, the Tug horn is it. This version is 37 in. long (longer than the standard Tug horn) and produces a much deeper bass note. Comes complete with a beautiful black finish and a high-flow chrome valve that is ready to accept a large, ½-in. air line. One-year warranty.

HornBlasters Inc.  
Black Shart Horn  
877-209-8179  
www.hornblasters.com  
PN: AH-S25  
Some say that this Shart horn sounds like its name; others say its named after how people react. No matter which side of the fence you’re on, HornBlasters says that it’s an explosive sound. It comes complete with a beautiful black finish and a high-flow chrome valve ready to accept larger ½-in. air line.
Don’t be fooled by its size; the powerful blast of the Bandit is sure to get the desired reaction. With a black finish and lightweight material, the Bandit air horn is easy to hide and easy to install, and it’s backed by a one-year warranty. Includes one Bandit air horn, a 12- and 24-volt electric valve, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

HornBlasters says that the Bullet horn is the loudest horn one can buy anywhere for the money. Four chrome bells produce a very loud and high-pitched air horn sound. Install the Bullet horn with an air source unit and look out. It’s backed by a one-year warranty and includes the Bullet horn, a 12- and 24-volt valve, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

This Caboose horn packs a serious punch. Ideal for smaller vehicles where fitting a larger train horn might be difficult. The Caboose air horn looks beautiful, too, with a stunning chrome finish. For a loud horn on a budget, HornBlasters says that this is the way to go. Includes a Caboose horn, a 12- and 24-volt valve, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

The PsychoBlasters horn is as loud as it is visually stunning. Two beautiful chrome-over-brass bells produce a very loud air horn sound, and its compact design will fit just about any vehicle. Pair it with an air source, and you are in business. Includes a PsychoBlasters horn, a 12- and 24-volt chrome valve, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

HornBlasters says that the Rocker horn kit is simply the loudest in its class. Made in the U.S.A., it has a lifetime warranty and is constructed of fiberglass-reinforced ABS. Bells do not share a manifold and can be independently mounted, making installation on any vehicle a breeze. Includes Rocker horns, a high-flow 12-volt valve, air lines, fittings and instructions.

HornBlasters says that the ShockerXL four-piece train horn kit is simply the loudest aftermarket horn one can buy. It is made in the U.S.A., is constructed of fiberglass-reinforced ABS, has stainless-steel internals and comes with a lifetime warranty. The horns are extremely strong and can be installed separately so they fit almost anywhere on any vehicle. They can be heard up to 2 miles away.

The Katrina horn is one of the largest and loudest horns available today. Its beautiful black finish is virtually maintenance free, and its five massive bells mimic the sound of an authentic train horn. Includes a Katrina train horn, a 12-volt electric valve, 10 ft. of air line, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

The Admiral horn is a great example of quality construction with superior brass trumpets in a brilliant chrome finish. Built to withstand a harsh marine environment and regular driving conditions and backed by a one-year warranty. Includes the Admiral horn, a 12- and 24-volt electric valve, 10 ft. of DOT air line, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

HornBlasters says that Outlaw Marine horns are not only stunning to look at but also will literally stun anyone who hears them. Unlike other horns of this class, Outlaws include a high-flow air valve and are made from solid brass with a triple-stage chroming process. Includes the Outlaw marine horn, a 12- and 24-volt valve, 10 ft. of air line, mounting hardware, installation instructions.
HornBlasters Inc.
Chrome Outlaw Train Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-C3
These powerful chrome Outlaw horns deliver a full-blown locomotive sound and amazing looks. They are made of solid spun brass. The three massive bells are attached to a heavy-duty bracket. Includes the Outlaw horn, a 12- and 24-volt electric valve, 10 ft. of air line, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

HornBlasters Inc.
Black Outlaw Train Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-C3B
HornBlasters says that the Outlaw black train horn sets the standard for horns in its price range. Featuring longer bells and wider flares for an authentic train horn sound, Outlaw horns are the same size as the ones used on locomotives today. Includes an Outlaw train horn, a 12- and 24-volt electric valve, 10 ft. of air line, mounting hardware and installation instructions.

HornBlasters Inc.
Chrome Mother Trucker Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-MT48
If one wants to add big-rig sound to a ride, the Mother Trucker is the horn to have. At more than 29 in. long, other drivers on the road can’t mistake this classic sound. The single-trumpet horn comes in a brilliant chrome finish with a high-flow valve already attached for 12- or 24-volt applications. Instructions included.

HornBlasters Inc.
Black Mother Trucker Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-MT48K
At more than 29 in. long, drivers can’t mistake the Mother Trucker’s classic sound. Wanting to add big-rig sound to a ride? This is the horn to have. Used on semi trucks for decades for its effectiveness, this single-trumpet horn comes in a beautiful black finish with a high-flow valve for 12- or 24-volt applications.

HornBlasters Inc.
Safety Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-S33K
The Safety horn will alert everyone to a vehicle’s presence and clear the way. Perfect for serious, unexpected or dangerous situations requiring immediate action, this single-trumpet horn is more than 2 ft. long, comes in a high-quality black finish and with a high-flow valve that is already attached for 12- or 24-volt applications. It is able to accept large ½-in. air line.

HornBlasters Inc.
Dolphin Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-D2K
Have the most unique sound on the road with the Dolphin horn. The specially engineered middle chamber creates a repetitive and attention-grabbing sound. The Dolphin horn comes in a beautiful black finish, includes a 12- and 24-volt air valve, mounting hardware and is ready to accept large ½-in. air line.

HornBlasters Inc.
Conductor’s Special 240 Nightmare Edition
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-S4-240K
HornBlasters’ famous Conductor’s Special 240 kit has been updated with a stealth-black compressor to complement the insanely loud, American-made, ShockerXL horns. These horns have a lifetime warranty and actually sound like a train horn. Comes as a complete kit with a 2-gallon tank with a stealth-black fast-fill compressor that can recharge from 110–150 psi in just 40 seconds.

Metra Electronics
AX-GMLAN29-SWC
800-221-0932
www.axxessinterfaces.com
PN: AX-GMLAN29-SWC
This interface retains audio steering wheel controls, OnStar, R.A.P., reverse, parking brake, vehicle speed sense, rear-seat entertainment, a backup camera, an amplifier and more.

Steelmate Co. Ltd.
TPMS for Classic Motorcycle
+85-22-345-9415
www.steel-mate.com
ET-910AE is a tire-pressure monitoring system designed for monitoring the bike’s tire irregularities 24/7. Its display has a quick fix/release design. With an at-a-glance display, all tire data can be shown clearly. Different sizes of valve stems and cradles are available for this system.
HornBlasters Inc.
Spare-Tire Delete Kit
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HB-STDK
The HornBlasters spare-tire delete kit is an all-in-one solution, using a vehicle’s spare tire location to install the company’s 2-gallon Conductor’s Special train horn kit. It uses the vehicle’s stock spare tire lifting system to hold the kit in place, creating a secure and compact time-saving solution. It ships with hardware, wiring and instructions.

HornBlasters Inc.
Alarm
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HB-ALARM-XXXX
A multi-channel security alarm system with shock sensors, a siren, keyless entry, a panic button, two anti-carjacking modes, a truck release and a valet mode. It’s built with HornBlasters quality and comes with a limited one-year warranty.

HornBlasters Inc.
Stainless Steel ½-in. Electric Valve Kit
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: VK-8-SS
HornBlasters says that this is the most durable valve for big horns and is built rock solid. Features a high-flow 16mm orifice and a heavy-duty stainless-steel valve case and is designed for performance applications. The kit includes a ½-in. stainless-steel shocker valve, 17 ft. of ½-in. DOT air line, four ½-in. DOT push-to-pull fittings, 20 ft. of 18-gauge wire and electrical terminals.

HornBlasters Inc.
Stainless Steel 1/2-in. Electric Valve
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: VA-8-SS
HornBlasters says that its exclusive stainless-steel air valve is powerful and delivers unparalleled performance with a huge orifice. The valve is designed for air horns, train horns and air ride, and it delivers. Featuring a stainless-steel metal case designed for performance applications and extreme weather requirements.

HornBlasters Inc.
Rhino Horn
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: AH-Q3
This ridiculously loud triple horn comes in a stealth-black finish and produces a sound that will stop people in their tracks. With three large and beautiful black bells mounted together on a bracket with the air solenoid valve installed in the middle, this is the ideal air horn setup for anyone wanting a loud sound at an entry-level price.

HornBlasters Inc.
Rhino 3-liter Horn Kit
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-Q3-M3
The Rhino air horn and the compact M3 air source come perfectly paired together. This ridiculously loud triple-bell horn comes in a beautiful stealth-black finish and produces a sound that will stop people in their tracks, all while operating at 110 psi. HornBlasters says that this is the ideal air horn set up for anyone wanting big sound at an entry-level price.

HornBlasters Inc.
Spocker Rhino 3-liter Horn Kit
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-Q2Q3-M3
The Spocker and Rhino horns are combined to create a sound like never heard before. Listeners are hit with the piercing, high-pitched sound of the Spocker while taking abuse from the deep sound of the Rhino. Their ears won’t know what to think. A compact 3-liter air source supplies all the fun. Instructions included.

Voxx Electronics Corp.
Advent Blind-Spot Detection System
631-436-6408
www.voxxelectronics.com
PN: ACABSD
The blind-spot detection system uses microwave-emitting sensors with approximately 30 ft. of range. The system delivers audible and visual alerts to the driver when objects enter the blind-spot areas. This system is easy to install and can be fitted to all vehicles with plastic bumpers.

XS Power Batteries
Maintainer
865-688-5953
www.4xspower.com
PN: XS2A
XS Power XS2A six-step fully automatic battery maintainer.
XS Power Batteries
XS Flex Amp Installation Kit
865-688-5953
www.4xspower.com
PN: AKXSO-2
Amp kit, XS Flex 1/0 AWG, power cable, speaker cable, signal and remote.

Redarc Electronics
Tow-Pro Elite
+61-8-8322-4848
www.redarc.com.au
PN: EBRH-ACCV2
The Tow-Pro Elite is an electric trailer-brake controller designed to suit most common trailer braking applications. The unit features a remote head and proportional and user-controlled braking modes. It operates electric and electric/hydraulic brakes from either 12V or 24V systems and meets the requirements of FMVSS for head and knee impact zones.

Papago Inc.
GoSafe 760
909-595-6896
us.papagoinc.com
PN: GS76032G
Equipped with the latest Papago chip, this dual dash cam records a 140-degree wide angle in front, a 120-degree wide angle in the rear, and supports 128GB SD cards for 20 hours of recording. It’s also loaded with Papago’s exclusive driver safety features such as stop-sign recognition and a driver-fatigue alarm. (It is compatible with Papago’s GPS antenna and D10E TPMS system.)

Bracketron
PwrUp Qi Fast Wireless Charging
952-746-7775
www.bracketron.com
PN: BT2-839-2
The PwrUp Qi fast wireless charging station was designed to provide wireless charging for all Qi-enabled mobile phones and phones with a Qi receiver.

XKGlow
XKChrome Controlled (RGB)
Headlight Bulb
217-952-7027
www.xkglow.com
PN: XK042004
These unique LED bulbs are dual purpose, combining an LED headlight bulb and a color-changing demon eye all in one. These bulbs give headlights an awesome demon-eye effect with the help of an industry-leading XKchrome smartphone controller.

XKGlow
XKChrome 7-in. Controlled (RGB) Headlight
217-952-7027
www.xkglow.com
PN: XK042005-KIT
These unique 7-in. headlights are dual purpose, combining an LED headlight and a color-changing halo all in one. These bulbs give headlights an awesome halo effect with the help of an industry-leading XKchrome smartphone controller.

XKGlow
Titan Off-Road Light Bar Bluetooth Controller
217-952-7027
www.xkglow.com
PN: XK-Titan
XK Titan is an app controller that handles up to 500W of 12V lights. Underneath, the XK Titan enables users to dynamically adjust the brightness, pattern and speed via the app, a switch or even brake/reverse signals. The light can also be synced with songs in the phone or through a mic, instantly turning a vehicle into a beast that breathes light.
LarryAlert
LarryAlert
805-275-0190
www.larryalert.com
PN: LA100
LarryAlert is a 3D radar smart security pocket-size device and app. It provides motion-sensor protection in open public spaces with no walls and no wires. Programed radar signals create a virtual room. If breached, 15 instant photos appear on the paired smartphone. No network required, no extra fees. Features include siren, talk speaker, Wi-Fi, LiPo battery, SD card, charger and micro USB cable.

Tomar Electronics
TRX-40C-FS
800-388-3133
www.tomar.com/off-road/index.html
PN: TRX-40C-FS
Now Tomar brings its years of experience to the off-road lighting market. TRX-series off-road LED lightbars set a new standard in performance, configurability and maintainability. All Tomar products are designed, engineered, assembled and serviced in the company’s state-of-the-art, Energy Star-certified factory located in Gilbert, Arizona.

Global Media Industry Group Co. Ltd.
JN-043LA
+86-755-2980-6722
www.germid.cn
The JN-043 is a 4.3-in., high-brightness screen navigation mirror that is equipped with fast switch to a backup camera display Android 4.2 system, a front camera with full HD recording, an adjustable guide line, a backup camera display and automatic brightness adjustment. Adopting the Android system, users can download many apps for various applications on the mirror.

Global Media Industry Group Co. Ltd.
JM-043LA
+86-755-2980-6822
www.germid.cn
The JM-043LA is equipped with a Win CE system, a touch screen, an audio output, an auto backup camera display, an FM transmitter, automatic fade-out hot keys and a Bluetooth hands-free car kit. With the automatic fade-out hot keys, the mirror surface can act as common unless touched, while the Win CE system makes it a steady product at much cheaper price.

Craftsmen DieHard Brands
Smart Battery Charger
and Maintainer
800-243-4273
www.diehard.com
PN: 02830485000P
The DieHard smart battery charger and maintainer app easily syncs a DieHard Smart Charger to a smartphone or tablet and conveniently monitors the AC connection (power to the maintainer), on/off charger status, clamps properly connected or reversed, battery-charging status (%), battery voltage (6V/12V) and charger temperature.

Trustgram
www.nippan-inc.co.jp/en
Trustgram is a completely new security device that records diffractive images on a material with special optical properties.
Escort/Cobra
 Escort iX
 800-964-3138
 www.escortradar.com

The Escort iX features long-range detection and built-in Bluetooth connectivity to the Escort Live app, providing real-time speed-limit data, speed-trap and camera locations, and shared radar alerts from nearby users. The iX includes a revolutionary EZ Mag Mount that attaches and releases with magnetic touch and eliminates bouncing or detachment.

Escort/Cobra
 Waspcam 9907 4K
 888-369-5489
 www.waspcam.com

Escort/Cobra says that the Waspcam 9907 4K is the most technically advanced camera system that provides stunning 4K video resolution and 20MP photo quality at a fraction of the cost of other action cams.

Park-Daddy
 Park-Daddy
 239-244-8885
 www.invis-a-beam.com
 PN: PDY-50-AA

The Park-Daddy garage parking system is designed to maximize the amount of room in the front of the vehicle while minimizing the wasted space behind the vehicle. It helps with eliminating damage to the vehicle and items in the garage and providing the ability to place extra items in the garage, such as work benches, freezers, motorcycles and lawn mowers.

Sforauto
 Automotive Phone Wireless Charger
 626-417-6678
 www.sforauto.com

Automotive phone wireless charging input. Micro USB, 5V-2A, output, QI-1A. Dimensions are 95mm high, 70mm wide, 53 mm deep. Air vent thickness 1–5mm. Magnet attachment.

Kicker
 PRAMCQ13
 405-624-8510
 www.kicker.com
 PN: PRAMCQ13

Kicker PowerStage multi-channel amplifier and powered subwoofer upgrade kit for ‘15-and-newer Ford F-150 Super Crew and Super Cab XL, XLT and Lariat models with MyFord Radio (4- or 8-in. screen) with base audio. Includes precut, pre-terminated wiring harnesses and 400 watts of total power to the Kicker subwoofer and factory speakers. No wire cutting required.

Battery Guard
 The Clever Battery Monitor
 905-636-9865
 www.battery-guard.net/en
 PN: 50-BG-D

The point-of-purchase display holds 10 pieces of the Battery Guard product in clamshell packages along with a supply of product brochures. It also has a video display module built into the rear panel that is powered by USB connection to a computer, an AC outlet with a USB adaptor or a DC power pack, so it can be displayed anywhere in a retail setting.

Kicker
 PF150SC15
 405-624-8510
 www.kicker.com
 PN: PF150SC15

Kicker PowerStage multi-channel amplifier and powered subwoofer upgrade kit for ‘13–’16 Dodge Ram Crew Cab and Quad Cab models with base audio. Includes precut, pre-terminated wiring harnesses and 400 watts of total power to the Kicker subwoofer and factory speakers. No wire cutting required.

Battery Guard
 The Clever Battery Monitor
 905-636-9865
 www.battery-guard.net/en
 PN: 50-BG-1

Battery Guard is a Bluetooth device that allows the user to check 6-, 12- or 24-volt vehicle batteries simply and easily. Connect to the device using a smartphone to see the state of charge of the system without having a multimeter or battery access. No guessing about when to charge, which can help avoid costly battery replacement and vehicle breakdowns.
HornBlasters Inc.
Pressure Switch With Built-In Relay
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: PS-XXXHX
This is a premium, completely sealed, American-made pressure switch for 12-volt air compressors. Comes with a built-in 40-amp relay and a ¼-in. NPT fitting. For a reliable, precise, and extremely well-built electrical component, look no further, HornBlasters says. Available in single 110/150 psi, dual 110/150 psi, single 165/200 psi and dual 165/200 psi.

Meitrack
3G Vehicle GPS Tracker
909-634-1140
www.meitrackusa.com
The T366G is a vehicle GPS tracker with an IP67 water-resistance rating and can be installed into cars, trucks, motorcycles, yachts and boats. It is equipped with built-in GPS and GSM antennas. The unit can work well in extreme environments.

Mito Corp.
Thinkware F50 Lock Box
877-209-8179
www.mito-auto.com
PN: 19-F50LOCKBOX
Thinkware F50 dash camera lock box. Secure dash camera information from tampering by adding the F50 lock box to a dash camera. Perfect for fleet management. The user of the dash cam will not have access to the SD card or buttons, ensuring that valuable driving data is safe and not tampered with.

AAMP Global
ISBT38
727-803-0251
www.isimple.com
PN: ISBT38
No Bluetooth? No problem. Now users can finally enjoy wireless hands-free calling and music streaming through their old cassette radios with CallCassette with Bluetooth.

Ryze Mobile
OctaCore Android Multimedia Source Unit
www.ryzemobile.com
Ryze Mobile says that its OctaCore Android multimedia source unit is the most powerful in-dash infotainment system available today, featuring Parrot Bluetooth 4.0, 3G/4G data, Wi-Fi, 45Wx4, 2GB RAM, 32GB flash, FLAC support and more.

Meitrack
MT90 Personal GPS Tracker
909-634-1140
www.meitrackusa.com
Named one of the top personal GPS trackers by Top Ten rating, the MT90G has an emergency SOS button that can place calls to secure, predetermined contacts. It can track on demand, create Geo fences, and it is also portable and lightweight. This tracker runs on 3G networks and can be activated remotely via text messages.

Rockford Fosgate
Autolink Smart Control App for Remote Car Start Systems
480-967-3565
www.rockfordfosgate.com
PN: AUTOLINK
The Autolink add-on interface module allows control of an aftermarket remote-start system through a downloadable smartphone application. Remotely start a vehicle, lock/unlock doors or activate auxiliary devices such as heated seats from the app on a phone. Additionally, an integrated GPS locator will show the user where the vehicle is at any time from anywhere.

Maxxsonics
Hifonics Thor Powered Six-Speaker Bluetooth Soundbar for Marine and Powersports
847-540-7700
www.hifonics.com
PN: TPS-6
Hifonics Thor Powersports six-speaker Bluetooth sound bar with integrated amplifier. Features super-high-power digital technology plus illumination and includes all mounting hardware.

Rockford Fosgate
Complete Audio Kit for Select Polaris RZR Models
480-967-3565
www.rockfordfosgate.com
PN: RZR-STAGE5
A plug-and-play 1,150-watt stereo kit with front and rear speakers and a subwoofer for select Polaris RZR models. Kit requires no cutting or drilling for installation and bolts in using existing factory mounting points. Components integrate without loss of passenger or cargo space. All components are element-ready to withstand the outdoor environment.
The FK-073LMA+DVR is equipped with a DVR and information-synchronization function with Android or iOS devices via Wi-Fi connection, an automatic back-up camera display and a brightness adjustment. Installing this product in a car can facilitate recording what happens during driving and enjoying entertainment when using the Mirror-Link function.

CarCapsule USA
Dual Bank Charger
219-945-9493
www.carcapsule.com
PN: CCDBPower
CarCapsule introduces its battery charger/maintainer with an integrated 12V power supply. Now users can have the peace of mind that their vehicle’s appearance and battery will be protected 24/7/365 and so will its battery life. Automatically senses power loss and switches to vehicle battery. Recharges the battery when power resumes.

AutoMeter
F-150 DashControl OBD-II Display Controller
866-248-6356
www.autometer.com
PN: DL1201U
Taking over the F-150’s stock center-stack display, the latest DashControl provides plug-and-play access to all of the information on the vehicle’s computer system.

Pilot Automotive
HD 360 Cam
800-237-7560
www.hd360cam.com
PN: CL-360CAM
The HD 360-degree camera is a digital panoramic camera with two lenses. It enables users to capture spherically panoramic video and photographic content, creating the experience of a brand-new panoramic world.

Craftsman DieHard Brands
Compact Lithium Jumpstarter and Smartphone Charger
847-999-9999
www.diehard.com
PN: 028-43448
The DieHard pocket-size lithium jump-starter is so powerful that it can jump-start even a six-cylinder engine. Perfect for emergencies, and it can also quickly recharge smartphones, tablets, MP3 players and other USB devices.

AutoMeter
F-150 DashControl OBD-II Display Controller
866-248-6356
www.autometer.com
PN: DL1201U
Taking over the F-150’s stock center-stack display, the latest DashControl provides plug-and-play access to all of the information on the vehicle’s computer system.

Hypertech Inc.
’07–’14 Jeep Wrangler JK Max Energy 2.0 JK-Edition Power Programmer
901-385-1888
www.hypertech.com
PN: 2200
The Max Energy 2.0 JK-edition power programmer features performance tuning and off-road features for ‘07–’14 3.8L/3.6L Jeep Wrangler JKs, including speedometer correction for tire- and gear-adjustable throttle response, instant idle-up for winching, TPMS adjustment, fan control and locker control (Rubicon).

Pilot Automotive
Park Aid
626-937-6988
www.pilotautomotive.com
PN: VPS-100
Garage parking sensor.

DashLogic
PassThruScope
801-709-6300
www.dashlogic.com
PN: PassThruScope
PassThruScope is an advanced vehicle bus protocol analyzer app. It turns any J2534 PassThru device into a powerful vehicle communications monitor. PassThruScope can easily record, compare and analyze vehicle bus messages and even generate the user’s own bus traffic. PassThruScope is an affordable alternative to costly software or engineering tools.

Global Media Industry Group Co. Ltd.
FK-073LMA+DVR
+86-75529806822
www.germid.cn
The FK-073LMA+DVR is equipped with a DVR and information-synchronization function with Android or iOS devices via Wi-Fi connection, an automatic back-up camera display and a brightness adjustment. Installing this product in a car can facilitate recording what happens during driving and enjoying entertainment when using the Mirror-Link function.
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AAMP Global
Integrated Camaro Kit
727-572-9255
www.aampglobal.com
PN: RP5S-GM4101
Designed to enhance functionality through aftermarket radio upgrades without sacrificing the factory-look aesthetics of ’10–’15 Camaros. Along with climate controls, the electronic interface module also keeps other important functions from the original factory equipment such as steering wheel controls.

HornBlasters Inc.
Bullet Air Horn Kit, 1.5 Gallons, 120 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-B-127H
This air horn kit is extremely loud, fits in almost any vehicle and is perfect for anyone on a budget needing an upgraded horn. The Bullet 127H ships complete and comes with a one-year warranty. Kit includes a Bullet air horn with attached valve, a HornBlasters 127H 1.5-gallon air source, 17 ft. of DOT air line, a wiring kit, fittings and mounting hardware.

HornBlasters Inc.
Jackass Air Horn Kit, 1.5 Gallons, 120 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-B3-127H
Insanely loud and small enough to fit on just about anything, this kit brings the Jackass horn to life. Put it on your car, truck or even a quad and let ‘em have it. Everything needed is in the box, ready to be installed. Kit includes a Jackass air horn, a 127H 1.5-gallon air source, 17 ft. of ½-in. DOT air line, a wiring kit, fittings and mounting hardware.

HornBlasters Inc.
Rocker Air Horn Kit, 1.5 Gallons, 120 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-S2-127H
Rocker horns are American-made and are paired with a fast-filling air source kit. The air setup delivers the performance needed to keep honking. Kit includes Rocker Horns with a lifetime warranty, 127H 1.5-gallon air source, 17 ft. of DOT air line, a wiring kit, fittings and mounting hardware.

HornBlasters Inc.
Black ShockerXL Train Horn Kit, 2 Gallons, 150 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-S4-244K
The Conductor’s Special 244 Nightmare Edition train horn offers a stealth black finish and the power of the Viair 444 paired with the incredible performance of Shocker XL horns to bring the loudest compact horn kit on the market. When chrome is not an option, this Nightmare kit is the way to go and has everything needed for a basic installation.

HornBlasters Inc.
Black Katrina Train Horn Kit, 5 Gallons, 150 psi
877-209-8179
www.hornblasters.com
PN: HK-CSB-540
The Katrina kit brings loud to a whole new level. This horn was designed from the ground up with a beautiful black finish. Paired with a heavy-duty 5-gallon air supply, it provides up to 10 seconds of insane horn-blasting power, a fast refill time and a reliable onboard air system for air tool and inflation needs.